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A NON-ERGODIC COMPOUND SOURCE WITH A MIXING
INPUT SOURCE AND AN ADLER ERGODIC CHANNEL

BY YATSUKA NAKAMURA

1. Introduction.

Adler raised in [1] three kinds of channels which were called SM, WM and
ERG channels respectively, and showed that the first two of them are ergodic but
in general the rest one is not. At the end of the paper, he mentioned the problem;
" Does ERG channel make the compound source ergodic when the input source is
mixing ? "

We will give here a negative answer to the problem by the method developed
in [3]. The idea is derived from the fact that a channel is ergodic iff it is an
extremal point in all channels. This was proved in [3] and [4] independently.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor H. Umegaki for his
various encouragements and advices in preparing this paper.

2. Notation and definitions.

Let (X, 36, S) and (F, 9), T) be measurable spaces with measurable transforma-
tions S and T which act on X and Y respectively. A stationary channel from X
to Y is a real valued function \>X(B) on XxV) (xeX, Bsty) which satisfies the
following conditions :

(C 1) for each fixed xzX, vx( ) is a probability measure on ξ);
(C 2) for each fixed Bζty, v.(B) is an 36-measurable function on X;
(C 3) vSx(B)=vx(T-lB} for all xsX and £e$.
Denote by Π a non empty set of S-invariant probability measures (we assume

their existence) on 36, and by Γ a set of all stationary channels from X to Y. For
every psΠ and peΓ we can construct a T-invariant probability measure q on QJ
and an S x Γ-invariant probability measure r on 3fχ3/ as follows;

q(B)=(vx(B)p(dx) for every

for every

where Cx is a section of C determined by x^X. If it is necessary we write as
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q=q(p, v) and r=r(p, v) since the probability measures q and r depend on
ana u€Γ.

The channels i^Γ and y2eΓ are equivalent with mod Π iff r1=r(p, p1) and
r2=r(p, v2) coincide as probability measures on 2Cx^ for every measure p€ 77, and
we write

Denote by 77ec77 the set of all ergodic measures in 77, where the ergodicity is
mean by one with respect to S.

DEFINITION 2. 1. A channel v€Γ is said to be ergodic iff for allp€Πe, r=r(p, v)
is ergodic with respect to the transformation SxT. While, a channel vzΓ is said
to be Adler-ergodic (ERG, say), if it satisfies

(2. 1) lim ~Σ[vx(T-nEnF)-vx(TnE)vx(F)]==Q 77-a.e.
Λ"-»«> JM w=0

for all E, F€<y, where 77-a.e. means p-a.e. for all ^e77.

DEFINITION 2. 2. For a channel v€Γ a channel y*eΓ satisfying the following
is called an average of y.

(Al) v*Sχ(B)=v*(B) for all ^€^ and

(A 2) ί ι/,(fi)Λ^) = C v
JG JG

for all ^€^y and S-invariant1'

3. Average of channel.

In this section we assume the average of all channels in Γ.

LEMMA 3. 1. For all

(3. 1) ***(5)= j™ - Σ w*(5) /7-a.e.

Proof. The condition (A 2) implies

(3. 2) vx*(B)=Ep(vx(B)\ S) p-z.e.

for all jί>e77, where Q is a 0-subfield of all S-invariant 2£ -measurable sets and the
right hand side of (3. 2) is the conditional expectation of a function vx(B) of x
with respect to the σ -subfield Q over probability measure space (X, 3£,p) with
Hence by the individual ergodic theorem, (3. 1) follows from (3. 2).

1) That is, S-*G=G.
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LEMMA 3. 2. For a pζΠe, we assume r(p, v) is not a direct product measure
on Xx F, i.e. r=r(p, v) is not expressed by r=pxq (q=q(p, v)\ Then

(3. 3) r(p,

Proof. By (3. 1) together with the ergodicity of p, for A€ 2C

AN-*00 A n=Q

f
N-+™ JM n=0

By the assumption, we can choose As3C and Bz^} as

and the above chain of equalities shows (3. 3).

THEOREM 3. 1. Let u1, i/eΓ be ERG channels admitting the averages p1* and
ιjz* respectively. If

(3.4) V^ΞΞV^Π)

then ι;°=(l/2y-f(l/2y 2) is also an ERG channel.

Proof. Since the channels vl and ι>2 satisfy (2. 1) and since the limit

(3. 5) lim ̂ rΣ1^<(Γ-n^W(ί1)=Γlim ^-^ ̂  X(E)\^(F) (f=l, 2)

always exists p-a.e. x^X for all psΠ, the formula (2.1) for v=v* becomes

(3.6) lim -rrr-T! ux

ί(T-nEΓ(F)=vx

i^(E)vx

i(F) 77-a.e.
N—+CO jy -n—n

Hence

=lίm -y

2) vx\B)=(lβ}vx\B)+(ll2)vx\B) (xsX, Bέ$) satisfies the conditions (C1)^(C3), and so
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and

~^\D}vx\

- ~ (vx
l\D}-vx

z\D)}{vx\C)-vx\C)} 77-a.e.

Therefore (3. 4)3> implies that (3. 7) equals to 0 77-a.e. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 3.2. If v€Γ is an ERG channel, then y* is also an ERG channel.

Proof. From (3. 2) and the bounded convergence theorem for conditional
expectation, the following equations are valid;

~nD= lim ~NE

for all p€lJ. Q.E.D.

4. Main result.

In the preceding section, we have discussed the property of the average. In
the following, we will show an existence theorem of v* under a topological condi-
tion over the output F.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be a compact metric space, 0} be the σ-field of Borel
sets in Y and T be a homeomorphism acting on Y. Given the system (X, 2C, 77, S)
in any way, let Γ be the set of all stationary channels from X to Y. Then for
every channel vsΓ there exists an average v*$Γ of u, that is, v and y* are related
by the conditions (A 1) and (A 2).

Proof. Let C(F) be a Banach space of all continuous functions on F, C(F) be
its conjugate space and C(F)j+ be a positive part of the unit sphere of C(F).
Putting

for /€C(F),

3) By Th 2.1 of [3], ^*=S*(Π) iff vx

l*(D)=Vχ**(D) 77-a.e. for all D€g).
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then for all x€X, vx( )£0(Y)f. Let D be a countable dense subspace (scalar multiple
is of rational complex) in C(Y). Put

(4.1) Fχ(f)=lim-^NΣϊSnz(f) for feD.
N JM 71=0

By the ergodic theorem the right hand side of (4.1) exists 77-a.e. Let XD be the
subset in X on which (4.1) exists for all /€/), then XD is an S- invariant set
satisfying p(X\XD)=Q for all psΠ. Since

lim
JV-»co

(4.2)

Ftf( ), for each xsXDy is uniquely extended to a bounded linear functional Fx( ) on
C(F). From the definition of F*( )

FSx(f)=Fx(f) for all #€-& and /e£>,

which implies

(4. 3) FSx(f}=Fx(f) for all a?€-Xi and /eC(F).

By (4.1) F.(f) is an ^-measurable function on XD for each /€D, and for every
/eC(F) there exists a sequence {/w} in D which converges uniformly to /. There-
fore the equality

lim FΛ(/») for all

implies the measurability of F.(f) on XD. By the Riesz-Markov-Kakutani's theorem,
there exists measures qx( ) (x^XD) on <y such that

for all /€C(F).

As in the paper [4], denote B(Y) as all bounded Borel functions on F Then a
class

\Q(y)q*(dy) is 3?-measurable on

contains all functions in C(F), and is clearly a monoton class. And so the class
just coincides to B(Y). Let us choose an arbitrary Γ-invariant probability measure
qϋ on y and put

qx(B) if xsXD,

<3o(B) if

for all
Then the above arguments show that y* is a stationary channel from J "̂ to F.

It follows from (4.1) and the ergodic theorem that
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(4. 4)

for all feD and S- invariant measures p on 3f_, and by the approximation (4. 4)
holds for all fsC(Y) and such p. As

p0(Λ) =p(A n G)/p(G) (Aε%)

is an S-invariant measure on 2C for all Gs3C such that S~1G=G and

(4.5)

(4. 5) is valid even if />(G) = 0, and so v* is a required average. Q.E.D.

The following theorem is our ultimate object.

THEOREM 4. 2. There exists an ERG channel v° and a mixing measure pQ such
that r0=r(po, v0) is not ergodic.

Proof. Let -X={0,1}Z be alphabet spaces of two alphabets, i.e. countable direct
product over /=(0, ±1, ±2, •••) of {0, l}'s; let 2C be the induced o -algebra generated
by the cylinder sets in X, and S be the shift transformation on X. We can assume
X being compact metric space with Tychonov-product topology, and 3£ Borel fields
of this topology. And S can be seen as homeomorphism on X. Let Π be all S-
invariant probability measures on 2C. In order to construct the channel, take
input as X and output Y same one; X= Y. (E.g., these are referred to [4].) The
transformation T is taken as shift on Y which is same as S on X.

Now v is a memoryless channel from X to Y determined by a stochastic matrix

(4.6)

J_ A
3 3

Then the channel \> is clearly ERC. (See [2] p. 153.)
By Theorem 4.1, there exists an average v* of v, and which is also ERG by

Theorem 3. 2. Then »*=»** together with Theorem 3.1 shows that a channel

(4.7) s=^.»+^.v*

is also ERG. By the form of the matrix (4. 6), for a Bernoulli-probability p0 on X
determined by a stochastic probability (1/2,1/2), r=r(po, v) is not a direct product
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measure. Hence Lemma 3. 2 implies

(4.8) r=r(^,ι0^r(A,y*)=r*,

while (4. 7) implies

(4. 9) *°=r(Po, κ°) = -|-r+ *|-r*

Hence (4. 8) and (4. 9) show that r° is not ergodic. On the other hand, p0 is
mixing and v° is ERG.
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